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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing has taken the IT and business world by storm through its cost savings and quick-and-easy
adoption. Currently, fixed price model is dominating the pricing schemes in the cloud market. However, this model
is unable to reflect the current market needs for cost savings as the number of cloud provider and user increases. As
a result, a dynamic pricing scheme has emerged as an attractive strategy to better cope with the unpredictable cloud
demand. This paper proposed a dynamic pricing scheme that provides fairness among the service providers in a
multi-cloud environment. The scheme adjusts the price accordingly to encourage the low utilized resources’ usage
and discourage over utilized resources’ usage. The evaluation results showed that the proposed scheme is able to
reduce the cost of the end user when running compute-intensive and data-intensive jobs in the multi-cloud
environment.
Keywords: Cloud Computing, Dynamic Pricing, Multi-Cloud, Resource Allocation, Resource Utilization
1.0 INTRODUCTION
The emergence of a new computing paradigm, Cloud Computing has become an essential utility computing resource
that enables sharing and dynamic allocation of resources for various applications. The resource allocation in Cloud
Computing is economic driven that utilizing all the resources to maximize service providers profit while minimizing
end user cost. Cloud Computing allows the end users to pay for the usage while enabling the service providers to
track usage for billing purpose. As the resources demand is dynamic and unpredictable, various challenges have
arisen due to the increase number of service providers and end users. Since Cloud Computing provides pay-per-use
services, the ability to offer an optimal pricing scheme is essential to maximize the service providers’ profit while
guarantee user satisfaction.
As the number of virtual distributed resources increases, designing an effective resource allocation algorithm in
Cloud Computing is challenging. Due to the heterogeneous nature of Cloud in terms of applications and resources,
the problems with resource allocations in Cloud Computing are dynamic [1]. The static allocation policies have led
to inefficient resource sharing, poor utilization, waste of resources and revenue loss.
Recent works allow the end users to select resources from multiple service providers to increase the scalability and
reliability of a multi-cloud environment [2]. However, the fundamental problem faced by the users is to select the
most suitable service provider that fulfills their job requests with least cost.
This paper proposes a dynamic pricing scheme that provides fairness among the service providers in a multi-cloud
environment. The scheme adjusts the price accordingly to encourage the usage of resources with low utilization rate
and discourage the usage of resources with high utilization rate. In particular, we highlight the significance of
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considering the essential job’s value metric that encompass the actual service resource requirements. The key
contributions of this paper are to:
- Consider the essential job’s value metric based on job’s type: compute-intensive job and data-intensive job.
- Describe how the dynamic pricing can be implemented in a multi-cloud environment with integration of
cloud brokering mechanism.
- Analyze the performance of static pricing mechanism for resource allocation through experimental results
to demonstrate the cost effectiveness of the proposed scheme.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the related works. Section 3 presents the proposed scheme in
depth. Section 4 describes the system architecture of the proposed scheme. Section 5 discusses the evaluation
methods and results. The final section concludes the paper.
2.0 RELATED WORKS
Although Cloud Computing provides many new opportunities to the computational world, the technology is still
immature. There are still various issues and challenges that need to be addressed especially in the area of pricing
model [3-7]. The fixed pricing schemes that currently used by the service providers are not able to adapt to the rapid
changes between supply and demand in the market. Besides, the schemes are unfair to the service providers and end
users with specific quality of service (QoS) requirements [8].
In contrast, the dynamic pricing scheme is better than the fixed pricing scheme in terms of unpredictable demand [2,
8-12]. A strategy-proof dynamic scheme for resource allocation on federated clouds is proposed by [2]. The authors
concluded that the dynamic pricing scheme is more suitable for federated clouds. The pros and cons of charging
fixed prices over variable prices for cloud resources are investigated in [8]. The authors evaluated the fixed price
scheme with the proposed autonomic pricing mechanisms that self-adjust pricing parameters to meet users’
requirements. The results showed that the autonomic pricing mechanism is able to achieve higher revenue.
From economic point of view, every service provider adopts different pricing schemes on the similar features
resources. The distinction between various cost models is essential to derive more accurate business strategies by the
service providers [13]. The potential benefits and the influence of mixed pricing are studied in [14]. The authors
concluded that having different pricing schemes allow end users to reserves resources from different service
providers. However, this has created the challenges for the end users to choose the best among the service providers
in the cloud computing market.
Although dynamic pricing scheme is suitable for cloud environment, the unpredictable price fluctuation may cause
the end users to select the costly service provider. Henzinger et al. [3] proposed a flexible framework called
FlexPRICE that provides enough flexibility to the end users. Lucas Simarro et al. proposed an optimize price
prediction model to address the above problems [15].
There exist quite a number of researches that enhanced the research allocation in cloud [16-23]. A matchmaking
strategy that base on job execution time was proposed for resource allocation in [16]. Goudarzi, H. et al., Hien
Nguyen, V. et al, and Ang Tan Fong et al. proposed the SLA-Based resource allocation that mainly focus on the
number and type of computing, data storage and communication resources [17-20]. The utility based resource
allocation strategy that maximize the service providers profit was proposed by Goudarzi, H. et al. and Minarolli, D.
et al. [21-22]. Khatua, S. et al., proposed a resource allocation technique that optimizes the utilization of virtual
resources in Cloud. However, none of them propose the pricing model for resource allocation that can save the end
user cost while provide fairness to the service providers.
Due to the above findings and shortcomings, we proposed a dynamic pricing scheme for resource allocation that
provides fairness among the cloud service providers and save end user cost in a multi-cloud environment. The
scheme adjusts the price accordingly to encourage low utilized resources’ usage and discourage over utilized
resources’ usage.
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3.0 DYNAMIC PRICING SCHEME
The proposed scheme supports both the time-shared and space-shared resources. If a job is compute intensive, it will
be executed in the time-shared resource. The time-shared resources allow the sharing of processing power using
multiple cores as well as supporting multithreading. On the other hand, if a request is data intensive job, the job will
be executed in the space-shared resource. The space-shared resources allow the sharing of memory space such as
memory or storage. Our proposed scheme is mainly based on the utilization of the pool of these resources. The
resource utilization determines the current load in each pool. The price increases as the level of resource utilization
increases. This scheme will influence the end users whether to switch from the congested resource pools to other
pools or not.
The service provider specifies the fixed price rate per unit of a resource which we consider as our base price
is the total resource unit in a datacenter and
is the total free resource in a datacenter
dynamic price
is derived as indicated in the following equation:
=
×

.
. The
(1)

According to [24], servers run at low utilization may cause idle power wasted. Similarly, when the average load
approaches 100%, the servers will have difficulty to achieve the desire throughput and may cause latency [25].
Thus, the reasonable range of utilization level that is acceptable in the proposed scheme is in between 30% and 70%.
The idea is to encourage the usage of low utilization resources and discourage the usage of high utilization
resources. Fig. 1 denotes the pricing scheme that based on the utilization level. In the proposed scheme, discount
rate is given for the low utilization resources to encourage its usage. On the other hand, additional charge is added to
discourage usage of the high utilization resources.

Fig. 1: Pricing scheme according to utilization level
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is given as follows:
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The pricing function
comprises of two components which are the static component base pricing rate
,
and the dynamic component using the discount factor. (
) is computed using the following polynomial
function:
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The aim of the proposed scheme is to provide end users with the least cost for the resource consumed. Hence, using
the cost function as the main metric in the resource allocation strategy is important to achieve the objective as well
as provide fairness to the service providers. In order to identify the least cost resources, we need to estimate the cost
of running a job on each resource. Let
is the execution time of job running on resource . The estimated
execution time is given by:
=

×

(5)

is the total number of instructions of job that is executed on the resource . The total
of a compute
resource is defined by million instructions per second (mips) per virtual machine. To estimate the cost of running a
job on the resources,
is given by:
=

×

(6)

where the
denote the pricing scheme adopted by resource . The pseudocode of the proposed dynamic pricing
scheme is outlined in Fig. 2. The job requests are sorted according to the longest job first (LJF) for each interval.
The utilization level in each datacenter
is identified to derive the
. Then, the
is used to determine
for each
and each cost is compared to get
with the least amount of
. Finally, the job request will
be allocated to the resources on the selected
. The process is repeated until all requests are served.
Input:
Jj the job request submit by the user
DCi the datacenter's list in the cloud market with the available resource r
associated with price. <ri, pricei>
Output:
A schedule of Jj into resource r at DCi with estimated job cost, costji
∀ Sort the request Jj in descending order based on parameter value
Generate a sorted job request list Jj, sortJ
∀ sortJ
∀ DC
Calculate the utilization level at each DCi, Utili
//Adopting the proposed pricing scheme Pdyn or PDisc to calculate pricei
Get current price pricei
Compute the estimated execution time etj at each DCi
Compute the estimated cost costji based on etj and pricei
Get the minimum costji and allocate Jj to the selected DCi
Fig. 2: Pseudocode of the dynamic pricing scheme
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4.0 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Fig. 3 depicts the system architecture for the proposed scheme. As shown in the architecture, different service
providers offer the resources associated to their own pricing schemes. The end user can submit job requests to the
service providers in the Cloud market by specifying the requirements to the broker. The broker acts as intermediary
between the end user and the service providers. The proposed dynamic pricing scheme for resource allocation is
implemented on the broker. The process of resource allocation is transparent to the end users. The broker is
responsible to select the service provider that minimizes the end user cost.

Fig. 3: System architecture of the proposed scheme
The proposed dynamic pricing scheme is built on top of the CloudSim simulator [26]. CloudSim simulator supports
the modeling of the Cloud economic entities such as end users, brokers and the service providers. The simulator also
provides support for resource management and scheduling as well as multi-provider Cloud environment. Fig. 4
shows the communication in between the service provider (DataCenter) and the broker (DataCenterBroker). CIS
entity provides the match making services to map user/broker requests to the suitable service provider.

Fig. 4: Communication between service provider and broker
In this study, the DataCenterBroker entity is enhanced to include our proposed scheme. The enhanced broker not
only can manage task scheduling process and resource allocation, but also able to monitor the resource utilization
state. When the broker receive the job requests, the broker estimates the execution time of each request running in
each service provider based on the resource utilization state. Then, the broker can allocate the job to the service
provider that offers the least cost. The process flow of the enhanced module is outlined in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5: Process flow of the enhanced DataCenterBroker module
5.0 EVALUATION AND RESULTS
In the evaluation phase, the compute intensive and data intensive jobs are used as the input. A benchmark dataset
SPEC CINT2006 suite [27] is used as the compute-intensive jobs whilst the MalStone [28] is used as the dataintensive jobs. Both dataset define the jobs’ length and size as a comparative measure of performance workload
based on the real applications. Table 1 shows the predefined set of resources and job parameters that are used to
evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme.
Table 1: A predefined set of resources and job parameters
Number of Cloud provider
3
Type of Job
Compute-Intensive and Data-Intensive
Number of hosts on each
10
datacenter
Number of PE on each host
4
Number of jobs running
100 - 180
Length of job
3000 – 38000 MI
Size of job
1800 – 4800 GB
Interval
5 seconds
The multi-cloud environment consists of three service providers from the well-known public cloud such as Amazon
EC2, GoGrid and Rackspace. Each service provider consists of 10 hosts with 4 processor elements (PE) each. The
number of running job is within 100 - 180. The length of compute-intensive job is within the range of 3000 to 38000
million instructions (MI) and the data size is in the range of 1800 to 4800 gigabytes (GB). The range is based on the
benchmark dataset as above [27-28]. The number of resources and hosts is scaled down to reduce the simulation
time. The time interval used for the experiment is five seconds. Every five seconds, the broker processes the job
request from the buffer.
Table 2 defines the details of resource information for each datacenter. The resource parameter is characterized
based on the small virtual instance offered by public Cloud provider Amazon EC2, GoGrid and Rackspace. We
assumed that each datacenter are using the homogeneous resources and consists of the same number of resources.
The processing element (PE) of each resource is fixed to one to simplify the analysis. As for the simulation purpose,
the cost model is scaled down to cost per second instead of cost per hour and the cost per storage is scaled up by
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multiplying each cost by ten. The cost per storage is calculated based on the number of terabytes. The cost per
storage is scaled up for all the providers since the price is too small to show the differences given the benchmark
dataset used are in between 1.8 to 4.8 terabytes.
Table 2: VM resource characteristics
Amazon EC2
GoGrid
1740
1024
2660
2260
$ 0.60
$ 0.80
$ 0.095
$ 0.120

Datacenter
RAM
MIPS
CostPerSecond
CostPerStorage

Rackspace
1024
2200
$ 0.60
$ 0.150

Several experiments are conducted to compare the performance in terms of total cost of the job execution. The
experiments include 1) Static pricing scheme versus dynamic pricing scheme; 2) dynamic pricing scheme with
different resource allocation algorithms namely Random allocation, Round Robin allocation and proposed method.
Fig. 6 shows the total cost of running compute-intensive jobs using static and dynamic pricing scheme in the
resource reservation. The figure shows that the total cost increases steadily as the number of jobs increased.
However, the total cost of static pricing scheme is higher than the dynamic pricing scheme. The dynamic pricing
scheme reduces the total cost by 55% – 68% as compared to the static pricing scheme. This is due to the static
pricing policy that reserved all the resource until the jobs execution is completed. On the other hand, the resources
are released once the jobs are completed in the dynamic pricing scheme.

Dynamic Pricing vs Static Pricing
(Reservation)
Dynamic Pricing

Static Pricing

$2,500.00
Total Cost

$2,000.00
$1,500.00
$1,000.00
$500.00
$100

120

140

160

180

Jobs (unit)
Fig. 6: Total cost when running compute-intensive job
Fig. 7 depicts the total cost of running compute-intensive jobs using different allocation algorithms. The figure
shows that the proposed scheme reduced the total cost by 12% - 14% and 10% – 17% as compared to the round
robin allocation and random allocation respectively. The proposed scheme changes the price according to the
resources’ load utilization. By reducing the cost for the lower utilize resource provides fairness among multiple
service providers as well as minimize the total end users’ cost. Round Robin also provides fairness allocation among
service providers but the cost incurred is higher than as compared to the proposed scheme. Since Random scheme
allocates job without considering the state of resource utilization. The scheme has the highest execution cost as
compared to others.
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Fig. 7: Total cost when running compute-intensive job using different allocation algorithms

Fig. 8 depicts the total cost of running data-intensive jobs using different allocation algorithms. The proposed
scheme reduces cost by 5 – 11 % and 2 – 16 % with respect to the Round Robin and Random scheme. The proposed
scheme is better in terms of cost effectiveness as compared to others. The proposed scheme can direct the job to less
congested service providers to reduce the latency. Since Round Robin allocates the jobs equally among the service
provider, disregard the network state, the congested service provider may cause bottleneck which led to a longer
time to transfer the data. The same goes to Random scheme that allocates the resources randomly among the service
providers.

Fig. 8: Total cost when running data-intensive job using different allocation algorithms
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6.0 CONCLUSION
This paper focuses on the challenging issues of the pricing schemes and the efficiency of resource utilization across
multiple-clouds service providers. A dynamic pricing scheme is proposed to minimize the end users’ cost and
provide fairness among the service providers. The scheme adjusts the price accordingly to encourage the usage of
resources with low utilization rate and discourage the usage of resources with high utilization rate. The experimental
results show that the proposed scheme outperforms the static pricing scheme and other common resource allocation
algorithms in terms of total end user cost. For future work, we would like to incorporate others optimization
parameter such as power consumption and user feedback in the dynamic pricing scheme. Besides, we also plan to
consider real-world workload and real time dataset in the future.
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